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Alloyv- of ol~umt that cantafin stor.j zri4C
formers like zirconium or yttrium have shown excrilent %eslstaicv to boiling potassita at terperturf-S
up to 1300 C (2370 F) for times as loag as 50C0 hr.
Subsequent compsrable studios rvealed that %itbhut
such oxide formers, columium Is heavily attaaad~ t1y
1200 r (2190 F) refluxing potassim and that the
severity of the attack increases with increasing V:7,-go content of tbs potassium.0(0) This StraitiV-1 ty
to the oxygen content of the potessi'm is Auch tore,
prorounced in boiling-r..!luxing system than in nar.boiling potassiua systems. for example. addition of
to 24-30 ppu of oxygern to the potassium in an allivp
liquid (nonboilng) system caused only slight in~croznses In attack of tie colizabium. The Oak R-I,
researchers hyythesir: that theP differenct stes
from Increased local :..,irentrstiou 'ofoxygen ae, Z
ra!sult .f distillatioi effects in the boiling process,
Nhile eolumzhiia does not aorvally getter oxygen fircs
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thoe local-enrichment effects are bei~vd to driv;e the oaygen into the columbium and
cause Cross attack. The usual behtavior in the
eoltai-oyen-potssiua systemt is for oxygen to
migrate frcn the columbium to the potassium at a
rate governed by the diffusivity of oxygen in coli..bium.
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The additen of up to 2 weight percent

of a getterin element (zirconium, hafnium, or tianium) to tantalum and colabium dramatically rnsice
the apparent
e
sol
poiliy of the metal in potassium or lithium. All solutes except rhenium ae
more soluble in potassium than in lithium.
At aUnited Nuclear, molten
as
w
ecentrailed additions of up to 200 ppm oxygen was
circulated between 1200 and 1600 F in Type 316
taioless steel loops containing strings of Cb-Zr
an stainless steel test specimens in the heater
eg . (13) The oxygen additicns were apparently
gettered rapidly by the Cb-lZr, as they had no
,otbsrvable effect on the stainless steel corrosion
rates but caused a pronounced increase in the Iitial rate of Cb-r surface remoyval.. w .er, tiere
were no identifiable oxide film or microstructural
changes in the Cb-lZr specimens, vhich remained
huctilr.
The initially high corrosion-weight-loss
ates In the Cb-lZr decayed with time and retlrnedte
essentially to normal rates (e0.1 nil/year) in
ecout 2500 hr if no further oxygen was added. IncasZ ing the potassium flow velocity by a factor of
16 had no obvious effect on the weight-loss rate of
the
lb-lZr.
Six alloys (Type 318 stainless steel. HS-2S.
Haostelioys C, N, and X, and Ren4 41) were evaluated
t Lwis Reseerc Center for ability to withstand
1803 F boiling potassium well enough for use in
hzrdwar for ground testing space-power-system com4
) Capsules machined from rod stock of
p onentis..(
tho test alloys were exposed to 1800 F boilingrefl.txng potassium and examined metRllographically.
All of the materials shewed some evidence of corroaenb. However, only the Type 318 stainless steel
exhibited severe enough attack to be eliminated from
further consideration. An interesting sidelight of
tis work is that the potassium, which contained no
more than 20 ppm oxygen initially, showed up to 5OO
pn oxygen after the test. The source of the oxyglen is unt-bown. but the greatest pickup occurred in
the c
Tpsules
that were attacked the most. The erials could be arbitrarily ranked into threeo
greus
ost rsistCand
ht
4 order);4
and 2;nx
fire aly. ly
N saness
C18
sit aode);an
finalyType318stanles
stel.blade
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ptassium
ATyp vapor-turbine
facility was
vaorturine test
tetflit
waseconconstructed by General Electric. Testing of candidate
rfrctoy turbine alloys was done by inserting
refractory twas
sample blades and stationary inserts in the turbine
seccnd stage and running a 2100-hr endurance test
with turbine-inlet potassium vapor at 1500 F.(15)

M
deterioration of the stainress steel turbine
parts and the sample rotor blades of U-700, TZi4,
and
occurred. Average weight losses of the 700 TZC
blades
after the 2100-hr run were 0.3 percent
(Stage 1) and 0.02 percent (Stage 2), and the TZM
and T blades in Stage 2 lost about 0.1 percent in
weight.
In view of these encouraging results. the
turbine was tested for an additional 3000 hr, with
the following conclusions:(l 6)
(1) The oxygen and carbon levels in the
potassium, which were low at the outset,
were reduced even further as the test
progressed. This may be part of the
re
thatse
corrosiopwas
lessain
aon that
adtet
rraoin ta lties i
the
r t
a
e
(2) The room-temperature ductility of the
U-700 blades in the first stage was reduced because of sigma-phaso formation,
and the room-temperature ductilities of
the refractory alloys were in some instances likewise lowered.
(3) Some erosion of the Ren 41 rblade clips
and of the Type 316 stainless steel
shrouds in both stages was noted, although even the worst erosion (second
stage) was not considered serious.
(4) The observed mass-transfer and alloydepletion effects were also not considered serious, being generally less
than 1 mil deep.
(S) There was no damage to the turbine which
bced
o 97
se
po
i8s sa(ety
oor reiali
reiail.ity.
Oak Ridge has completed a 3000-hr test of a
Cb-lZr boiling-potassium forced-circulation lop conta
sing
three stages of nozzles and sinulated turbine
blades subjected to 97 to 83 percent quality potuasto
F
The only surface change found in the entire loop was
a roughening of the leading edge of the second-stage
specimen to a deptfi of I oil where it had been
impinged upon by 3080 ft/sec vapor of 83 percent qua7potassium--particularly
ity. The Cb-lZr alloy had
In gettered
the hotteroxygen
loop region.
from the
ptsim-priual
ntehte
oprgos
A chromium-rich layer found on the second-stage blade
attributed to chromium leached from
stainless steel pump cell. This suggests thatthestaintless
steel components should have been avoided altogether.

since even this very limited surface area of lowtemperature stainless caused noticeable chromium
transport. The creep resistance of C0-12r Is marginal for service near 1100 C (2010 F). as evidenced
by a significant Increase in diameter of the tubling
at the dryer section of the loop.
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The results of shmrt-time tensile tests of
Soviet-ceveloped experimental alloys o service in
molten lithium are shown in Figure 2. 11) sheet
tensile specimens were encapsulated in a coluim
tube containing filtered lithium (100 ppa oxygen
and 190 ppm nitrogen), soaked at 1000 C (1830 F) for
the times shown, then tensile tested in an argon
atmosphere. The results (solid curves) were conpared with those for identical control specimens
(dashed curves) which had been given similar beat
treatments in argon without Lithium present. The
lithium apparently had a negligible influence on
the sttength and ductility of P1-3, P14-S, and P14-6,
and only a slight weakening effect on P1-2.
Mhe Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been
studying a magnetabydrodynottic (11) power systaq
in which liquid lithium is accelerated by cesium
vapor in a two-phase nozzle, separated from the
cesium, decelerated in an MM6 generator, mnd finally forced by its remaining dynamic head through a
heat source and back to the nozzle. There were
indications that materials which had withstood satic lithium at 1090 C (1995 F) were badly eroded
after 100 hr under a 15-ft/sec 1090 C lithium jet.
The alloy Cb-lZr was least affected.

Solutlet corrosion inhibitors for lithiumrefractory metal systems have been investigated at
Argonne. Corrogion of tantalum by lithium has boom
foud to be inibited by additions of silicon or
iridiums.(21) For silicon. the protective layor was
identified as Ta2Si. With 1.0 ad 1.5 atomic pereint
iridium additions to lithium in high-purity tantalum
capsules, a SO-Is protective layer was, found after a
9-day exposure at 1200 C (2190 F). The layer consisted of three phases- 7*3lr next to the tantalum,
TalrS on the outside, and TaIr in between.
Examination Of 62 insertt specimnsW Goal a
loop after 3000 hr of lithium circulation at 1350 to
1140 C (2460 to 2055 F) and 2.5 ft/sec disclosed
very small hot-zone weight losses (0.8 mg/cm2 , sax)
over about two thirds of the loop -nd minimal coldzone weighjin (.0 mg/cm2 , max) over the remainIng third.10x)A significant transfer of hafniumn
from the hotter to the cooler regione was noted;I
surfaces now the heater entrance analyzed as much
as60 weight percent hafnium.
A Ccmsell. University dissertation on the
penetration of grain boundaries of columium by
lithium at SOO to 1090 C (1470 to 1920 F) also Includes a quantitativet model for the process. (23) The
colsuma specimen consisted of oriented bicrystals,
each containing a simple tilt grain boumdary at an
angle of 6, 16, or 33 degrees, ad 0 to 2400 ppm of
oxygen. The following observations were reported:

Follow-up experiments corroborated these
observations quantitatively.0(9) Tw.o materials, CbU~r alloy and yttrium oxide, were subjected to the
lithium streaws. After 109 hr at 1143 C (209 F),
the yttria specimens were completely dissolved. The
maximum depth of material reoved from the colusiium
alloy after an additional 391 hr at 1090 C was 7 us.
This value corresponds to the depth calculated f~a
turbulent mss-transfer relations for simple dissolution If the temperature coefficient of solubility
is taken to be 1.2 x 10-9 g Cb/(g Li)(C).te.
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The feasibility of evaporatively cooling ref rectory rocket-mossle-tbvroat linen was demonstrated
at Aerojet-Gemeral by test firing a 2.1-in.-dim
lithim-cooled liner for 60 seconds at 670 poia
cher
pmesuro 6100PF flame* temperature, a"d highly aluminized solid propellant, with no apparent
er osn (0) The flame-side throat tempoeture of
the T-222 alloy, *.130-in.-thick liner was designed
to stabilize at 436e F,
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Specimens without oxygen showed no reacion with lithium; the reaction rate
Increased with increasing oxygen con-

(1)
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